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Dlrghatamas ; the same epic, XIII, 35, 2158, in accord
with Manu, X, 44, classes them amidst the K§atriyas
degraded to the rank of Sudra. In combining the data
furnished by the Maha Bharata Mr. Pargiter (Mark.
P., p. 329) concludes that the Pundra, whose boundaries
were KasI on the north, Anga, Vanga and Suhma on
the north-east and the east, and 0<Jra on the southeast,
inhabited the tenitory which forms to-day Chota Nagpur,
less its southern portion. The territory of the Pun<jras
must be clearerly disbingushed from the country of Puncjra-
vardhana, which corresponded to the modern district of
Rajshahi, between the Ganges and the Brahmaputra.
Chota Naggur, partly the ancient domain of the
Pundras, is still to-day the habitation of the Munr'as,
specially in the southern and western portions of the
district of Ranchi. It is well-known that the name of
Mun<Ji has been chosen by Max Miiller to designate a
family of languages^.which have been strongly influenced
by the Dravidian, but which are originally independent,
and related to the M6n-Khm£r family and the
dialects of the savage tribes of the Malaya
peninsula. According to Mr. Eisley, Linguistic Survey,
Vol. IV, p. 79, " The name Mundft is of Sanskrit origin.
It means headmen of a village, and is a titular or func-
tional designation used by the members of the tribe, as
well as by outsiders, as a disiinctive name much in the
same way as the Santals call themselves Mafijhl, the
Bhumij SardSr; and the Khambu of the Darjiling hills
Jimdar." I do not know for what reasons Mr. Risley says
: that the word "MuncV' is of Sanskrit origin. The word
Mur$a certainly exists in Sanskrit; there it signifies "one
whose head is completely shaved." As an ethnic the name
, appears very rarely in the literature.    Only one   of the

